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 This paper presents a Genetic Algorithm (GA) for optimal location and 
sizing of multiple distributed generation (DG) for loss minimization.  

The study is implemented on a 33-bus radial distribution system to optimally 
allocate different numbers of DGs through the minimization of total active 
power losses and voltage deviation at power constraints of 0–2 MW and 0–3 
MW respectively. The study proposed a PQ model of DG and Direct Load 
Flow (DLF) technique that uses Bus Incidence to Branch current (BIBC) and 
Branch Current to Bus Voltage (BCBV) matrices. The result obtained a 
minimum base case voltage level of 0.9898 p.u at bus 18 with variations of 
voltage improvements at other buses after single and multiple DG allocations 
in the system. Besides, the total power loss before DG allocation is observed 

as 0.2243 MW, and total power loss after DG allocation was determined 
based on the power constraints. Various optimal locations were seen 
depending on the power limits of different DG sizes. The results have shown 
that the impact of optimal allocation and sizing of three DG is more 
advantageous concerning voltage improvement, reduction of the voltage 
deviation and also total power loss in the distribution system. The results 
obtained in the 0–2 MW power limit is consistent to the 0–3 MW power 
limits regarding the influence of allocating DG to the network and 

minimization of total power losses. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Energy is one of the fundamental areas for the existence and development of humankind and is a 
crucial issue in technical and socioeconomic operations of power systems. However, the significance of 

electricity as an energy source is a function of its advancement in technology in all societies that generate a 

considerably high demand for electric power. Therefore, the need for electric energy is never ending due to 

an increase in energy demand as a result of rapid population and economic growth, industrialization,  

and power quality and reliability [1]. Accordingly, electric utilities are becoming more stressed as the 

distribution systems are operating based on their constraints with the growing load. A significant problem 

which impact the efficiency and security of the power distribution networks is the loss of power occurring 

within the process of energy delivering to the consumers. The losses can either be technical or non-technical. 

Significant power losses during the transmission as well as distribution processes was also found to be as a 

result of reduced efficiency of the existing systems. Research has revealed that distributed power losses as a 

result of the Joule effect is responsible for an approximated proportion of 13% of the total energy that is 

generated [2]. Nonetheless, a proportion estimated to be 70% of the total losses have been associated with the 
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primary as well as the secondary distribution systems. Conversely the remaining proportion of 30% is 

believed to be as a result of inefficient transmission and sub-transmission lines. On the other hand, 

distribution losses are approximated to be 15.5% of the generation capacity, a proportion that is slightly 

lower than the target level of 7.5%. Previous research work has indicated that a consumption of between 10% 

and 13% of the total generated power is classified as loss at the distribution system (real power loss). 

Therefore, it is beneficial to consider placing the DG in the distribution system to lower the loss of power 

while improving the bus voltages [3]. The attempts and desire to minimize losses in the distribution, 

however, has led to significant focus in the last decade, globally. Lowering the loss in a distribution network 

has been considered a critical requirement for enhancing the reliability and efficiency of power systems. 

Many researchers have carried out research concerning the impact that distributed generation (DG) has on a 
distributed system. DG concepts that aims at loss minimization have been presented in [4]. DG planning and 

optimization have been implemented and reviewed by [5], cost of DG and cost of tariff [6], and issues and 

challenges of integration of DG are discussed in [7]. Moreover, reduction of loss can lower the power flows 

on distribution feeders, hence yielding positive impacts on the capacity release, voltage profiles and voltage 

stability of the system. Considering utilities, it can be argued that DG units that are located near the loads 

have significantly lower the losses of energy in the distribution systems. Nonetheless, penetration of DG 

units at high levels can introduce numerous challenges to distribution systems such as voltage rise,  

power fluctuations, low voltage stability, and high losses because of reverse power flow [8]. DG placement 

and sizing has been identified as one of the major problems due to the combination of possible buses, number 

of DGs and their capacities. However, the maximum benefit of integrating DG to a distributed system is a 

function of determining the suitable location and sizing of a DG. By installing DG at a suitable position and 
sizing it appropriately, the losses can be minimized. The idea of implementing DG for loss reduction needs 

special attention because of various benefits that as a result of objectives of DG implementation. This is why 

many studies by researchers have been performed on this issue and can be by no means exhaustive. Several 

algorithms have been proposed to place DG in a distributed system that includes an analytical method and 

soft computing approach. Analytical method is proposed in research by [9] to identify the optimal size and 

location of single and multiple DGs. Other knowledge contributions include a combination of analytical and 

computing technique with the aim of achieving comparison in power loss minimization and relative 

efficiency on the model. The comparison between the analytical and fuzzy method in [10] have proposed a 

methodology that comprises of two-stage approach to achieve optimal sizing as well as placement of DGs.  

For finding optimal sizing and location of DG, there are quite a number of algorithms which have 

been employed. In this work, the optimization method selected is Genetic Algorithm whereby the technique 

is selected to find the optimal sizing and locations of one, two and three DGs. GA is famous among 
evolutionary computation (EC) algorithms, as it has been applied widely to offer solutions to problems 

related to optimization. The strategy was produced by John Holland in the year 1975 through the span of the 

1970s and lastly promoted by one of his understudies, David Goldberg, who presented a guide offering a 

solution to the difficult problem that involved the control of gas-pipeline transmission during his dissertation 

project writing. The algorithm presents a stochastic search technique inspired by the concepts of genetics and 

natural selection. This algorithm belongs to the larger class of evolutionary algorithm (EA) that utilizes 

techniques inspired by natural evolution to produce solutions to the optimization problems and does not 

cover different generation of the DG [11]. It is population-based that evolve under various selection 

guidelines to maximize or minimize “fitness” [12]. GA has a good global search capacity with a moderately 

quick convergence rate. GA optimization has been implemented by various researchers to optimally allocate 

and size a DG with various objective functions. In [13], GA is investigated to find the most appropriate 
location of Static Var Compensator (SVC) and sizing of SVC to enhance the voltage profile using GA.  

The study also, determined voltage saddle-node points on IEEE 30-bus system using SVC for an increase in 

load demand and loss of generation where MATLAB program with MATPOWER was used. Voltage saddle-

node points are calculated for 10%, and 20% increase in load demands, loss of generation at bus 13 only,  

and loss of generation at bus 13 and bus 27 respectively. Besides, GA was used for solving the problem of 

optimization with the aim of minimizing loss of active power by placing DG strategically and implemented 

on 33-bus radial distribution system [14]. According to that research, the reduction of computational efforts 

needed to select an appropriate location was investigated and the approach was able to decide on the loss 

sensitivity to inject active power at different nodes. Besides, the use of a GA as a way of optimizing size and 

locating the distributed generation units in a distribution system in [15]. The GA was implemented through a 

MATLAB package and automatic interaction with the load flow program to obtain the optimum solutions.  

In this study, the fitness function, the deviation of cumulative voltage, active and reactive losses of power, 
was selected to get the best result. The work as described in [16], was focused at solving for the optimal 

location and capacity of distributed generation with the help of GA while making considerations of the 

vulnerable node edification in an active distribution network. The proposed method was believed to offer 
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solutions to multi-objective problems and implemented on IEEE 30-bus, which presented both economic and 

technical advantages, and also offer robust concerns to the selected objectives. Moreover, in [17], the study 

investigated the optimal allocation of renewable-based DG resources in rural areas with the help of GA.  

The study adopted a power flow model on the basis of the availability of data and the performance with 

respect to power losses investigated at varying scenarios. Optimization of location and size of DG were 

found on the process of minimizing loss. Also, the fuel saving, reduction of loss as well as other benefits to 

the environment relating to the proposed DG size at the optimum location were quantified. Three potential 

benefits that were gained after installing renewable-based DG were also quantified. 
This paper presents optimal sizing and location of multiple distributed generation for power loss 

minimization using genetic algorithm. It is aim at establishing a method that will find the optimal location 

and sizing of DGs in radial distribution networks with real power loss minimization and improving on 

voltage profile of the distributed network using Genetic Algorithm. The objective function (OF) of the 

proposed method is to improve the voltage and minimize the total power loss of the system. The optimization 

codes were implemented in MATLAB 2016a in order to evaluate the objective functions of improving 

voltage profile and minimizing total power losses in IEEE 33-bus distribution system. 

 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

This section describes the methods of DG modelling, formulation of the optimization problem, 

fitness function, load flow and implementation of the optimization algorithm for solving optimal problems.  
 

2.1.   DG Modelling 

Accurate load representation is a necessary task for power system planning, analysis and control and 

it is well recognised in the power system industry [18]. There are two approaches to modelling DG units in 

power system studies, namely connection type and DG type [19]. However, PQ model was applied by many 

researchers including [20] and is adopted for this study because it is found to be effective for the distribution 

system load flow in terms of safety and economic run of a grid, reduction of energy consumption,  

the guarantee of normal working of industry and scientific experiments. Using (1), the active powers of the 

load at any bus   of DG are updated. 

 

                    (1) 

 
Where, 

  –the modified active powers at bus   after addition of DG. 

       –the initial active powers at bus  . 
     –the real power of the DG represented as negative loads in bus  . 
 

2.2.   Formulation of the Optimization Problem 

The optimization problem formulation considers minimizing voltage drop and total power loss of 

the network. The search for optimal solution is subject to the following objective functions and technical 

constraints. The objective function (OF) for this study is calculated using (2). 

 

                (2) 

 

Where  
 
 and  

 
 are functions of fitness functions and given as in (3) and (4). Similarly,        and 

       are weighing factors in which    is weight as applied to total real power loss minimization, and    

is weight given to voltage deviation minimization. The weights are indicated to provide equal importance to 
each impact indices and depend on the required analysis [21].  

 

   
∑          

 
   

∑            
 
   

      (3) 

 

Where, 

       
–power loss with DG at bus i 

         
–power loss without DG at bus i. 

 

                          ∑ |           |
 
    (4) 
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Here,   
    is taken as 1.0 pu indicating the reference voltage,    is the real voltage at bus i and   is the total 

number of buses in the network. 

 

2.3.  Fitness Function 

The adopted fitness function presented a method of measuring the solutions quality after the 
generation by the GA. The function determined how the candidate solution and the actual solution differed. 

Using (5), the fitness function can be calculated. The design of the function was a significant part of the 

entire optimization method for the modeling process. 

 

             
∑          

 
   

∑            
 
   

         ∑ |           |
 
  (5) 

 

Where   denotes the variables to be determined and   represents all the dependent variables. 

The constraints for the optimal DG placement formulation are DG location constraints, real power 

constraints, and voltage drop constraints and are calculated using (6), (7) and (8) respectively. 

 

                                  (6) 

 

Where n indicates the total number of buses.  

DG size will be less than or equal to the total load power according to the literature [22]. Therefore,  

 

   
               

    (7) 

 

       |  |          (8) 

 

Where    
    and    

    indicate minimum and maximum DG power limits. Also,      and      indicate 

minimum and maximum voltage limits.  

 

2.4.   Load Flow Analysis for Radial Distribution System and Implementation of Genetic Algorithm 
Various methods including conventional and direct load flow (DLF) are available for the analysis of 

balanced and unbalanced distribution system. Besides, conventional load flow techniques such as Newton-

Raphson Method, Gauss Siedel method may become inefficient for load flow studies due to convergence 

issues [23] and consequently unable to give accurate result values of line flows and line voltages in the 

distribution system [24]. However, DLF technique that uses BIBC (Bus Incidence to Branch current) and 

BCBV (Branch Current to Bus Voltage) matrices is a robust and efficient way for distribution systems 

analysis and it is utilized for this study. The IEEE 33-bus test feeder shown in Figure 1 is used for this study. 

The test feeder in the Figure is connected to 12.66 kV and has one feeder with four different laterals,  

32 branches and a total peak load of 3715 kW and 2300 kVAr. The total loss of the base case system is 

211.20 kW. The implementation of GA for the optimal placement and sizing of DG with system total active 

power loss minimization is chosen algorithmically, as outlined in [25]. However, the parameters used in the 
proposed GA design and their values are population size of 100, crossover probability of 0.85 and mutation 

probability 0.03 at maximum iteration of 100. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Single line diagram of the 33-bus test distribution system 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
The developed algorithm is used for testing the proposed study in finding the optimal DG location 

and sizing for the IEEE 33-bus distribution network. To run a GA program, load flow program was run on 

the system to get the base case voltage at each bus and the total real power loss of the network. This section 
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will provide the simulation result and analysis of 1 DG, 2 DGs and 3 DGs’ locations for loss minimization to 

a 33-bus distribution network with power constraints of 0–2 MW and 0–3 MW. This is according to the 

literature that the DG size should be less than the total load power of the lines [22], which is 3.715 MW. 

Therefore, the duo of the power limits at one, two and three optimal allocations of DGs are chosen since are 

chosen for this study to verify the capability and robustness of the proposed study. 

 

3.1.   Convergence Characteristics of Running the GA 

The convergence characteristics of the objective function for 100 iterations with constant crossover 
and mutation probabilities for 1 DG, 2 DGs and 3 DGs at 0–2 MW and 0–3 MW are shown in Figure 2a and 

2b. Objective function (OF) is minimized when the DG is at the optimum bus location and size at set up 

termination point, which is 100 iterations. Primarily, the drop in the value of the OF curve is sharp and 

gradually decreases to a constant value as the number of iterations increases.  

 

 

  
(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2. Convergence characteristics for optimum sizing and location of DG for IEEE 33-bus distribution 

system (a) 0–2 MW power limit (b) 0–3 MW power rating 

 

 

3.2.   Effect of Single and Multiple DG Allocations on Voltage with 0–3 MW Power Constraints 

The bus voltages of the 33-bus networks before and after the allocation of DG into the system were 

simulated in MATLAB where minimum bus voltage at base case and optimal location and sizing of DGs are 

observed as 0.9898 pu at bus 18; 0.9974 pu at bus 7; 0.9973 pu at bus 29 and 0.9973 pu at bus 6 respectively. 

The voltage profile orientation for the three combinations of optimal DG allocation and sizing for 0 – 3 MW 

power constraints is shown in Figures 3. From the figure, the total voltage deviation (VD) of the IEEE 33-bus 

at the base case (        obtained is 0.2012 V. On the other hand, the total voltage deviation obtained with 

one, two, and 3 optimal locations and sizing of DGs (       which are calculated using equation (4) are 

0.00466 pu, 0.0314 pu and 0.0317 pu respectively. However, the percentage of voltage performance VP 

calculated using equation 9 for 0–3 MW are 76.83%, 84.39% and 84.24% respectively. Various voltage 

profiles are obtained as a result of different optimal allocations of DG sizes and locations that increase in the 

current flowing through the radial distribution system.  

 

      
            

      
       (9) 

 

3.3.   Optimal Allocation of the DG and Total Power Loss Minimization for 0-2 MW and 0–3 MW 

Power Constraints 

The optimization results for the power constraints at single and multiple DGs are presented in 

Tables 1 and 2. It can be seen from the tables that various optimal locations are obtained for different 

numbers of DG allocated in the distribution system, which is a typical characteristics of population-based 

metaheuristic algorithms. However, it is observed that the total power loss of the IEEE 33-bus distribution 

system without DG integration is 0.2243 MW. Meanwhile, the tables present the optimal locations and sizing 

of DG, and total power loss without and with DG, which indicate a significant power loss reduction when 

DG is connected.  
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Figure 3. Voltage profiles for IEEE 33-bus distribution system without and with 3 DGs 

 at 0–3 MW constraints 

 
 

Table 1. The Optimization Results for 0-2 MW for Single and Multiple DG Allocations 
No. of 

DG 

DG 

location 

DG size 

(MW) 

Total Power loss without DG 

(MW) 

Total Power loss with DG 

(MW) 

% Power loss 

reduction 

1 Bus 9 0.5305 0.2243 0.0456 79.67 

2 
Bus 18 0.4912 

0.2243 0.2032 9.41 
Bus 10 1.0000 

3 

Bus 10 0.3914 

0.2243 0.1885 15.96 Bus 9 0.0262 

Bus 14 0.0276 

 

 

Table 2. The Optimization Results for 0-3 MW for Single and Multiple DG Allocations 
No. of 

DG 

DG 

location 

DG size 

(MW) 

Total Power loss without DG 

(MW) 

Total Power loss with DG 

(MW) 

% Power loss 

reduction 

1 Bus 15 2.1410 0.2243 0.07051 68.56 

2 
Bus 33 0.3959 

0.2243 0.0189 91.57 
Bus 2 1.1255 

3 

Bus 17 0.41882 

0.2243 0.0647 71.15 Bus 20 0.8959 

Bus 2 0.9918 

 

 

One of the main objectives of this study is to minimize the power losses in the distribution system. 

The implementation of the GA based optimization for the 0 – 2 MW and 0 – 3 MW constraints shown in 

Tables 1 and 2 explained the total performance of the system concerning minimizing total power of power 

losses. From Table 1, the percentage of power loss for 0 – 2 MW limits are 79.67%, 9.41% and 15.96% for 

one, two and three DGs integrations at optimal locations and sizing. However, the results of power losses 

minimization for the 0 – 3 MW limits have are obtained to be 68.56%, 91.57% and 71.15% that corresponds 

to one, two and three DGs at optimal locations and sizing. The percentage of power losses reduction can be 

calculated using equation (10) where                  and                indicates the total power loss without 

and with DG, respectively. 

 

                         
                                

                
        (10) 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

This paper presents optimal sizing and location of multiple distributed generation for power loss 

minimization using genetic algorithm. However, PQ model is adopted for this study because it is found to be 

effective for the distribution system load flow in terms of safety and economic run of a grid among other 

factors. Also, direct load flow technique that uses Bus Incidence to Branch current and Branch Current to 
Bus Voltage matrices is utilized for this study. The optimization result has demonstrated that different power 

constraints provide variation of DG sizes and locations, level of voltage support and total power loss of the 

distribution system. It also shown that the impact of optimal sizing and location of DG is substantial 

concerning voltage improvement, reduction of the voltage deviation and total power loss in the distribution 

system. Likewise, higher voltage performance is indicated when two distributed generations are optimally 

allocated for both 0–2 MW and 0–3 MW power generations where voltage deviations were determined 

minimum for each generation. Besides, more power loss is minimized considering allocation of a distributed 

generation at 0–2 MW and allocation of two distributed generations at 0-3 MW respectively. 
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